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Over 25 official crafting activities inspired by the Harry
Potter films. Filled with imaginative projects, this
official book of craft activities channels the magic of the
Wizarding World into your home. Featuring over 25 crafts
covering a range of skill levels, Crafting Wizardry includes
clear, step-by-step, illustrated instructions so that the
whole family can share in the magic. Inside you’ll learn how
to craft your very own wand, decorate your home to showcase
your Hogwarts house pride, create your own pop-ups, and so
much more. Sprinkled with fun facts and behind-the-scenes
insights, this book also features film stills, original
concept art, and blueprints from the making of the Harry
Potter films to take you deeper into the Wizarding World and
further inspire your creativity. So get ready, it’s time for
some crafting wizardry!
Offers step-by-step instructions in the art of paper folding
and tells how to make traditional as well as contemporary
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figures
Looks at secret languages, jumprope rhymes, song parodies,
games, taunts, tongue twisters, jokes, and initiation
customs
Kids can learn the art of paper folding with Origami
Dinosaurs. They will start by practicing basic origami
folds. Then they can make a towering T. rex, a brave
Brachiosaurus, and more. The crafts in this book are easy
and super fun! Each project includes colorful photos and
step-by-step instructions. Aligned to Common Core Standards
and correlated to state standards. Super Sandcastle is an
imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Everyone Can Learn Origami
Making Origami Toys Step by Step
An Artist's Guide to Performances in Paper: Origami Book
with 15 Challenging Projects
Easy Origami
Advanced Origami
Paper Cutting and Folding
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Creating something always gives pleasure irrespective of the age of
the creator. But when we talk of children, creating something new not
only gives them joy but helps to build up their confidence as well.
This series of paper folding books called Easy Origami is a collection
of unique paper folding activities through which the children get an
opportunity to make different objects. In the process they learn,
entertain themselves and also create.
Make fun and functional origami out of your spare paper with this easy
origami book. Don't dump your wastepaper into the garbage—it's time to
fold! World renowned origami artists and award-winning authors Michael
G. LaFosse and Richard L. Alexander show you the way with Trash
Origami. This origami book presents unique and fun projects from their
Origamido Studio and from some of the world's best paper designers,
including Nick Robinson, Herman Van Goubergen, and Rona Gurkewitz. The
origami models are presented for the reader who may have little or no
previous folding experience, making it a great origami-for-kids book
and an effective way to learn origami. However, experienced paper
folders will also be intrigued by the novel nature of the folds and
the unusual materials involved. The origami designs are made from old
calendar pages, candy wrappers, envelopes, newspaper, postcards, paper
grocery bags and more. The downloadable video tutorial will make the
folding process clearer and aid folders of all skill levels. Also
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provided is a guide to everyday materials that have the most folding
potential leaving readers inspired to design and display their very
own "trash" origami. This origami book features: Full-color, 95 page
instructional book 25 unique origami projects Projects from top paper
folding designers Clear, step-by-step directions Paper folding
techniques and tips Accompanying downloadable instructional video Get
ready to look at the contents of your wastebaskets and recycling bins
with a different sensibility. You'll never need to buy expensive
origami paper again! Origami projects include: Photo Cubes Candy
Wrapper Butterflies Interlocking Flower Petals Custom-Bound Books And
many more…
Vibrant Learning focuses on creating language-rich and literacy-based
classrooms where discourse, explaining and justifying, is the norm in
all of the content areas.
Karakuri will introduce kids to the Japanese art of making movable
models out of paper. They will learn how to make a frog that hops, a
gymnast that swings, and more! Easy-to-follow instructions accompanied
by how-to photos keep projects accessible for readers brand-new to
paper art. The captivating creations are sure to appeal to young
crafters everywhere. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated
to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo
Publishing, a division of ABDO.
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The Usborne Book of Origami
Frogs and Toads Thematic Unit
25 Paper Folding Projects Reusing Everyday Materials: Includes Origami
Book & Downloadable Video Instructions
First Russian Reader for the Family
Amazing Origami Boxes
Identifying Right Angles in Geometric Figures
Simple step-by-step instructions for making boxes, party hats, toys, and more from folded paper.
This origami kit teaches origami beginners all the most important folds and techniques. This allinclusive origami paper craft kit with downloadable instructional video will teach you to create
beautiful origami as if you are right in the studio. Through 30 step-by-step lessons, you will move
seamlessly from origami beginning to intermediate all at your own pace. Origami Studio Kit
teaches an understanding of origami terminology, the ability to easily read diagrams, a mastery of
fine techniques and bases, and discovery of tips, tricks and secrets of one of the world's most
foremost folders. Although the easy-to-follow instructions make this a great origami for kids kit,
it is also serious and challenging enough for adult learners looking to learn origami and get a solid
foundation in the art of origami paper folding. The origami kit includes: Full-color 72-page
booklet Step-by-step instruction and diagrams 30 fun lessons Downloadable video with 3.5 hours
of video tutorials Easy-to-follow demonstrations for each of the 30 lessons No matter your age, or
previous paper folding experience, these projects and techniques will help you become a better
origami folder. Paper folding projects Include: Elsa's Swan Japanese Inflatable Frog Pillow Note
Lily Flower Bunny Star Box and many more…
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From tigers to butterflies, jungle animals are some of the most beautiful in the world. Theyre
almost as beautiful when fashioned out of paper through origami! In this book, readers choose
from a gorilla, frog, parrot, and more jungle animals to practice their paper-folding skills. An
introduction shows common folds and explains terms used in the book to help new origamists
complete their first project. Each craft contains step-by-step instructions and full-color
photographs of each step to guide readers through the folds to create their animal.
The ultimate book for beginners who want to learn origami! In this book you'll learn all the basic
folds and techniques through incredibly detailed sets of diagrams and written instructions. After
learning the basics you'll find easy to follow instructions showing how to fold 77 traditional
origami models including animals, flowers, insects, boxes and much more. By working through
this book and folding the different models you'll practice all the different folds and techniques,
improving your skills and folding progressively more complex origami. When you reach the end
you'll know everything you need to become an origami master! Please note, this book is not for
you if you're already an origami expert. If you know how to fold the traditional origami frog from
a frog base then you probably already know everything this book can teach you.
Eleven Original Models Designed
Origami
Easy Origami 1
First German Reader for the Family
Easy Patterns for Creating 12 Adorable Rhyming Books that Build Early Math and Literacy
Skills
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Includes illustrated instructions for origami projects that range from simple to
challenging.
This Brief provides the theoretical foundation of the Camp Sharigan program, while
discussing its practical applications and summarizing research studies. It addresses the
question often raised in literature and in school-based settings: What is the most
effective way to teach children to read? Chapters explore a group-centered approach to
correcting reading failure and offers research-based field studies to demonstrate the
success of the Camp Sharigan method. The group-centered theory combines learning
and counseling into the same program to strengthen education and mental health. In
addition, creative-art therapy techniques are also explained and demonstrated.
Featured topics in this Brief include: Vowel clustering and its use in improving phonemic
awareness. Why group-centered prevention is better for teaching. The importance of
cohesion and cohesive-learning in group-centered prevention. The use of individualized
rotation to increase motivation and instruction in children who struggle to read.
Teaching At-Risk Students to Read is as an essential resource for psychology and
educational professionals as well as researchers and graduate students who are
interested in improving teaching methods with at-risk students, reducing school dropout
rates, increasing intrinsic motivation for struggling readers, changing to an effective
method for teaching children to read, improving student engagement, and
strengthening self-regulated learning.
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How do you ask in a clear and precise way about relatives and friends of your friends?
How do you answer questions about your family and other beloved ones? Ask and
answer questions about situations at home, on your way to school or university, at
work, in hospital etc. Through the method used, you will be able to enhance your ability
to remember the words that has been incorporated into consequent sentences.
Language text with a parallel translation has helped many to uncover their potential for
learning multiple languages. Whether you are learning a language as a hobby or for a
necessary purpose, you will find such books are supportive. It can usually take you
from one to three months to finish a bilingual graded reader at beginner level (A1) and
elementary level (A2). The amount of time depends on your previous experience with
learning foreign languages and on your personal abilities. At this point you should be
able to ask and answer simple questions with the following questioning words: What?
Who? Where? When? Which? How many/much? As you improve and become more
confident in your ability to use the new language, you can move on to the next reader
level and continue your language-learning journey. The book is equipped with the audio
tracks. The address of the home page of the book on the Internet, where audio files are
available for listening and downloading, is listed at the beginning of the book on the
copyright page. A good idea is to use the free VLC media player to control the playing
speed. You can control the playing speed by decreasing or increasing the speed value
on the button of the VLC media player's interface. Read and hear at the same time!
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Find out More Origami with Explanations: Fun with Folding and MathOrigami, paper
folding, originated hundreds of years ago in China and Japan, with independent
discovery and activity across the world. The most familiar origami models are the crane
and the flapping bird. This book will introduce you to origami, starting with a jumping
frog and including traditional and modern models. Carefully written instructions, using
photos and diagrams, will show you the main origami bases, turn you into a successful
folder and stimulate your own creativity. Explanations will include attention to spatial
relations, geometry, algebra, and pattern finding. The explanations provide insight into
the origami while the folding will help your understanding of mathematics.
An Integrative Approach to Teaching Content Area Disciplines
The Paper Propellor, the Spinning Quarter, the Jumping Frog
American Children's Folklore
Super Cute Origami Projects for Easy Folding Fun
Incredible Origami
Origami Design Secrets

Teaches how to make different projects using ancient Chinese paperfolding techniques.
How do you ask in a clear and precise way about relatives and friends of your friends?
How do you answer questions about your family and other beloved ones? Ask and answer
questions about situations at home, on your way to school or university, at work, in
hospital etc. The book makes use of the so-called ALARM or Approved Learning
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Automatic Remembering Method to efficiently teach its reader German words, sentences
and dialogues. Through this method, you will be able to enhance your ability to
remember the words that has been incorporated into consequent sentences. The book is
equipped with the audio tracks. The address of the home page of the book on the
Internet, where audio files are available for listening and downloading, is listed at the
beginning of the book on the copyright page.
Every idea in this book is focused on increasing your overall levels of productivity,
performance, and output and on making you more valuable in whatever you do. You can
apply many of these ideas to your personal life as well. Each of these twenty-one methods
and techniques is complete in itself. All are necessary. One strategy might be effective in
one situation and another might apply to another task. All together, these twenty-one
ideas represent a smorgasbord of personal effectiveness techniques that you can use at any
time, in any order or sequence that makes sense to you at the moment. The key to success
is action. These principles work to bring about fast, predictable improvements in
performance and results. The faster you learn and apply them, the faster you will move
ahead in your career - guaranteed! There will be no limit to what you can accomplish
when you learn how to Eat That Frog!
High interest math content correlated to National Math Standards as well as National
Standards for social studies, science, music, and art
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Step-by-step Instructions in Over 1000 Diagrams : 37 Original Models
Easy-to-Fold Paper Models [Includes 120 models; eye stickers]
Eat That Frog!
How to Make a Paper Frog
The Art of Origami
The Camp Sharigan Method
Discover how to turn a simple square of paper into something incredible with this step-bystep guide to making beautiful origami models - from funky boats and gift boxes, to amazing
animals and super-stylish fashion outfits. The perfect book for paper-folding fanatics aged 8
and above.
The magnum opus of one of the world s leading origami artists, the second edition of
Origami Design Secrets reveals the underlying concepts of origami and how to create
original origami designs. Containing step-by-step instructions for 26 models, this book is not
just an origami cookbook or list of instructions̶it introduces the fundamental building
blocks of origami, building up to advanced methods such as the combination of uniaxial
bases, the circle/river method, and tree theory. With corrections and improved illustrations,
this new expanded edition also covers uniaxial box pleating, introduces the new design
technique of hex pleating, and describes methods of generalizing polygon packing to
arbitrary angles. With coverage spanning the foundations of origami construction and
advanced methods using both paper and pencil and custom-built free software, Origami
Design Secrets helps readers cultivate the intuition and skills necessary to develop their own
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designs. It takes them beyond merely following a recipe to crafting a work of art.
Kirigami will introduce kids to the Japanese art of folding and cutting paper to make
amazing creations. They will learn how to make a spiderweb, a snowflake, fun decorations,
and more! Easy-to-follow instructions accompanied by how-to photos keep projects
accessible for readers brand-new to paper art. The captivating creations are sure to appeal to
young crafters everywhere. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state
standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
In this witty little book, Arthur Okamura fashions paper frogs that actually jump, uses a
mirror to draw a magical star, and shows how to unpeel a sliced banana. Ideal for office,
outings, car rides, and picnics, this book makes anyone an instant magician.
Good Housekeeping ...
Collaborative Math Books for Your Class to Make & Share!
Vibrant Learning
The Complete Book of Origami
Activities Linking Science with Math, K-4
Origami With Explanations: Fun With Folding And Math
How to Make a Paper FrogNational Geographic
Teaches the use of shapes and following directions in creating an origami frog.
Shows how to fold paper into ducks, fish, swan, sharks, kangaroos, gerbils, dragonflies, deer,
dinosaurs, elephants, biplanes, and Viking ships
Fold your favorite origami animals̶from cute Panda Cubs, Kittens and Penguins to the
menacing Great White Shark and Tyrannosaurus Rex. The easy-to-follow step-by-step
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instructions in this book show you how to quickly fold 120 amazing animal origami models.
Once you're done folding them, you can decorate your creations with eye stickers to create a
truly lifelike collection of creatures. The following are just a few of the unique origami projects
you can create with this book: Three different kinds of cuddly Dogs and Cats A pride of Lions A
floppy-eared Elephant, complete with pleated trunk and pile of poop! A spiny-but-cute
Porcupine̶watch your fingers! A sleepy-eyed Sloth̶hang him upside down for a nap A
Panda parent and baby̶including bamboo to munch on! A playful Otter with her fishy snack A
friendly Flying Squirrel An adorable pair of Bunnies, complete with crunchy Carrots! Snakes,
Lizards, Sharks, Crustaceans, Primates, Dinosaurs, and so much more! Japanese author
Fumiaki Shingu is one of the world's leading origami experts, having published over 20 books
on the subject. Fumiaki is an avid proponent of the art of origami in Japan, and he specializes
in creating fun and easy-to-fold original origami models.
Origami Dinosaurs: Easy & Fun Paper-Folding Projects
Make Origami Amphibians
Trash Origami
Origami Wild Animals
Planning for Learning through Fairy Stories
30 Step-by-Step Lessons with an Origami Master: Includes Origami Book with 30 Lessons and
Downloadable Video Instructions

Wild animals have some cool physical characteristics. A giraffe’s long neck, a snake’s
slithery body, and a panda’s black-and-white coat are all on display when readers create them
using the folding techniques of origami! Including an introduction to basic folds and
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common paper-art bases, step-by-step instructions will guide readers through making origami
wild animals. Pictures illustrate each step of the process so readers know just what to do.
Ranked from easy to hard, the projects will engage readers with cool facts about each
featured animal and amazing full-color photographs.
Plan for six weeks of learning covering all six areas of learning and development of the EYFS
through the topic of fairy stories. The Planning for Learning series is a series of topic books
written around the Early Years Foundation Stage designed to make planning easy. This book
takes you through six weeks of activities on the theme of fairy stories. Each activity is linked
to a specific Early Learning Goal, and the book contains a skills overview so that practitioners
can keep track of which areas of learning and development they are promoting. This book
also includes a photocopiable page to give to parents with ideas for them to get involved with
their children's learning. Plus, suggestions for bringing the six weeks of learning together.
The weekly themes in this book include: The Gingerbread Man, The Elves and the
Shoemaker, Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, Jack and the Beanstalk, and The Princess
and the Frog.
Origami is the art of paper folding, which is often associated with Japanese culture. In
modern usage, the word "origami" is used as an inclusive term for all folding practices,
regardless of their culture of origin. This delightful origami book has eleven original models
designed by the author for all to enjoy. The subject matter is diverse ranging from sting rays
to windmill squares. The models' difficulty levels stretch from simple to high intermediate,
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meaning that anyone can successfully use this book.
Take your paper folding to an advanced level with this user-friendly origami book. From
shimmering hummingbirds to magnificent bats, from a stunning panther mask to graceful sea
turtles, Michael G. LaFosse's complex and beautiful origami projects are well known around
the world. Focusing on models from nature, Advanced Origami provides unparalleled
instruction on how to create master-class level 3D origami paper folding projects. The
origami designs are challenging—they require some folding experience—but the results are
more origami art than craft. Paper folders will create projects that can be displayed or given
as gifts. Sophisticated origami or paper crafts fans will appreciate the unique origami designs
along with complete detailed instructions and easy-to-follow color photos and diagrams.
Advanced Origami also features information on paper selection and preparation, advance
techniques such as "wet folding" and making your own paper. This origami book contains:
128 page, full-color book 15 original and challenging projects Step-by-step instructions
Colorful diagrams and photographs Advanced techniques and tips In recent years origami
has evolved beyond simple folding and creasing into a true art form akin to sculpture. For
those seeking to learn origami at such a level, Advanced Origami provides all the essential
information and techniques. Soon you will be able to design and fold your own origami
sculptures! Origami projects include: North American Cardinal Koi Fish Origamido Butterfly
Pond Frog And many more…
The Ultimate Book of Origami Animals
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Origami Studio Kit
Paper Folding, Traditional and Modern
Kirigami
21 Great Ways to Stop Procrastinating and Get More Done in Less Time
Jungle Origami
Kawaii Origami has everything you need to make your very own Kawaii origami
creations—from an origami ice cream cone to an origami cat—all in one pack! With 50 sheets
of adorable origami paper and 25 Kawaii-style origami projects with step-by-step instructions
from Paper Kawaii expert Chrissy Pushkin. Jump right in and start folding your way to cute
with these Kawaii origami creations—from a multi-flavored ice cream cone to a super cute
kitty cat—everything you need to get started is included in this pack! From the creator of the
popular website Paper Kawaii, author Chrissy Pushkin combines two beloved Japanese art
forms, Kawaii pop-art style and origami, in this book and paper pack. With a tutorial on basic
folds, 25 easy-to-follow and illustrated projects, and 50 colorful origami papers to get you
started, you will be creating stunning and unique origami pieces like a pro in no time, like a
traditional bento box, a shimmering twinkle star, a mini drawer to stash your stuff, and an
origami trash bin, which received 3 million YouTube views alone!
Science does not exist in a vacuum and, therefore, shouldn't be taught that way. In that spirit,
Activities Linking Science With Math, K-4, is a hands-on guide for preservice and inservice
elementary school teachers who want to connect science instruction with other areas of
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studyincluding visual arts, social sciences, language arts, and especially math.
Hop, plop, splash! Welcome to the world of amphibians! These cold-blooded creatures come in
crazy shapes, sizes, and colors. Readers of this fantastic guide to the ancient art of origami
will learn all about amphibians as they craft. Step-by-step instructions help budding origami
enthusiasts follow along with ease while accompanying photographs demonstrate each fold,
ensuring accessibility and fun. Readers will find this ancient art form both peaceful and
playful, and the hands-on approach to learning will help them retain interesting science facts
while having fun. They�ll love creating a whole collection of paper amphibians!
Imagine how delighted kids will be to make their own toys. Through clear, step-by-step
instructions, this book shows students how to make origami darts, spinners, and even an
origami jumping frog! This engaging book also teaches kids how to play different games using
their homemade ten pins or scoopy ball.
Great Illustrations And Detailed Instructions: Origami Frog
Harry Potter: Crafting Wizardry
Karakuri
95 Amazing Paper-Folding Projects, Includes Origami Paper
Bilingual for Speakers of English A1 Beginner A2 Elementary
Kawaii Origami
Build early reading, writing, and math skills with these
irresistible class-made books! Includes easy how-to's and
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patterns for twelve rhyming books on the math topics you teach:
Apple Counting, Shape Cat, Ladybug Subtraction, Pizza Fraction,
100th Day of School, and more. A truly innovative resource! For
use with Grades K-2.
Beautiful, full-color photographs accompany step-by-step
instructions and diagrams for 20 functional boxes, which range
from conventional squares to those in the form of a bird,
basket, cat's head, flower, and more.
Paper Pandas and Jumping Frogs
+38 Other Amazing Tricks You Can Do with Stuff Lying Around the
House
Mathematical Methods for an Ancient Art, Second Edition
Paper Made to Move
Teaching At-Risk Students to Read
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